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Starfleet Dreadnought-Class 
Dreadnought; Commissioned: 2259  

 

Hull Data 
 

Structure: 55 [191 space] [2 space remains] 

Size/Decks: 11/115 

Length/Height/Beam:  

1,363.63/343.63/690.93 meters 

Complement: 230 crew (or 1) + 1,150 soldiers; 

23,000 evacuation limit 

 

Tactical Data 
 

Phasers: Type VIII (x6/C)  [-42] 

Penetration: 9/7/6/0/0 

Torpedo Launchers: Mk 22 DF (x6/C) [-18] 

Photon Penetration: 6/6/6/6/6 

Deflector Shield: CIDSS-2 (C)  [-12] 

Protection/Threshold: 15/6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Propulsion Data 
 

Impulse System: RSM-a (.75c) (D)   [-7] 

Warp System: LN-64 Mod 3a (7/9/12 OCU) (D)  [-11] 

 

Operational Data 
 

Atmosphere Capable: No    [0] 

Cargo Units: 110     [0] 

Life Support: Class 3 (D)     [-8] 

Operations System: Class 3 (D)    [-8] 

Sensor System:  Class 3 (+3/+2/+1/0/0/D)  [-3] 

Separation System: No     [0] 

Shuttlebay: 8 a      [-16] 

Shuttlecraft: 88 size worth 

Tractor Beams: 1 fv, 1 av    [-1] 

Transporters: 5 standard, 5 emergency, 5 cargo  [0] 

 

Miscellaneous Data 
 

Maneuver Modifiers: +4C, -2H, +4T 

Traits:  ACB Jacketing     [-5] 
Armed Drones     [-5] 

Enhanced System (Beam, Shields)   [-10] 

Hangar Bay     [-5] 

 Hardened System (All)    [-30] 

 Prototype (+1 Beam, +1 Missile, +1 Protection, +1 Threshold) [-8]  
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Mission 

 The Dreadnought-

class is Starfleet’s first true 

warship, designed to 

command entire fleets of 

warships in sweeping multi-

sector engagements. 

 

Features 
 

 The Dreadnought is armed with highly 

advanced and powerful rapid-fire variants of 

the type VII phaser banks, enhanced Mk 22 DF 

photon torpedo launchers, and a prototype 

variant of the CIDSS-2 deflector shield grid. 

The starship also comes equipped with photon 

torpedo-armed drones, magnifying its already 

significant firepower. This armament and 

defensive array makes the Dreadnought 

significantly more powerful than the 

Constitution-class starships.  

 The Dreadnought’s advanced warp 

drive allows the starship to achieve speeds 

three times that of the Constitution class, 

while its multiple hangars allow it to field a 

small fleet of combat fighters. 

 Of particular note is the 

Dreadnought’s high level of automation and 

minimized crew. Its standard crew 

complement is a fraction of what it would 

otherwise be for a ship of its size. In 

emergency situations the ship can be 

operated solely by its captain via voice 

commands. 

 

Background 
 

 The destruction of the Kelvin was 

the divergence point between the prime 

universe timeline and the alternate 

timeline that was created with that ship’s 

destruction. The alternate universe’s 

Section 31 enlisted the aid of Khan Noonien 

Singh in designing this advanced warship, 

for the purpose of initiating and winning a war against the 

Klingon Empire. 
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Ships in Service 
Name   Registry  Notes 

U.S.S. Dreadnought Classified  Prototype and lead ship of the line (2259). 

U.S.S. Vengeance Classified  Launched under the command of Admiral Marcus, attempted  

to initiate war with the Klingon Empire, but thwarted by the  

Enterprise (2259). 

U.S.S. Belligerence Classified  Conducted cover punitive strikes against Romulan colony  

worlds along the neutral zone (2260). 

 

Appearances 
Series   Media    

TOS   Motion Picture “Star Trek Into Darkness” 2013. 

 

The Vengeance faces off against the Enterprise 
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Alternate Timeline Availability 
The arrival of the Narada from 154 years in the future had a profound effect on not just Federation 

history, but the history of the entire Alpha Quadrant. The Kelvin’s survivors escaped the Narada with detailed 

scans of the ship from the future, enough for the brightest minds of Starfleet to reverse engineer some of the 

technology they witnessed, putting the Federation decades ahead of where it should have been in its systems, 

particularly with weapons and shields. 

Group Sensors Operations Propulsion Weapons Shields 

Federation Section 31 (alternate) +5 +0 +20 +20 +20 

      
Note: Use this table to supplement Table 1.1 in the Starships supplement. 

 

Notes 
This starship utilizes the Expanded CODA Rules from “The Cords that Bind: 

http://thecordsthatbind.wordpress.com/” 

 

 

The Vengeance faces off against the Enterprise 

 

http://thecordsthatbind.wordpress.com/

